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Genessee Royale Bistro is 
housed in a nicely converted 
garage/filling station at 1531 
Genessee, KCMO.  (Thanks 
Bill!)  
A friend and I recently 
enjoyed a Saturday lunch 
after a short wait in the 
bustling restaurant. The 
patio, as well as the interior, 
was packed.   Neighboring 
diners were enjoying Satur-
day's lunch special of 
Bloody's paired with a 

substantial Butcher's Ground Beef sandwich.   The West Bottom's First Fridays 
Weekends antique furniture craze had the child to adult ratio exponentially larger 
than on weekdays.

As an appetizer we had Farmer's Toast.  It's a daily special featuring a table-ready 
selection of fresh local seasonal vegetables.  The bright veggies lay in a splash of 
really great, obviously high-shelf olive oil...Nice.   We split a hard cooked egg & 
asparagus sandwich with pickled onion and soft butter.  The "rolling-log" effect of 
the asparagus provides an entertaining eating challenge in keeping the top plane 
of the sandwich bread parallel to the bottom bread plane.  It was delicious nonethe-
less!

Our waitress was polite, funny, and very cordial.  The receipt came on a postcard; 
Clever!  It's good marketing for the postage inclined...Check it out!

Buy Local! I'm a proponent of patronizing locally owned businesses. Support-
ing Kansas City owned and operated businesses, is a great way to support our 
local economy.

I sell and lease industrial buildings. Call me at 913-951-8402 to let me know 
how I can help you. Click here for more information about the Industrial Real 
Estate Market and other Great Restaurants. Pat@EvergreenRE.co.  
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I sell and lease 
industrial buildings.

Call me at 
913.951.8402 to let 
me know how I can 
help you.
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